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Introduction
The studied Hypogeum oil mills are located in Torre Santa Susanna 

a touch village south of Brindisi. It plays a vital position in the historic 
and cultural neighborhood structure, and represents the placing 
examples of industrial archaeological settlements used for the 
manufacturing of olive oil. It became dug underground and especially 
designed to optimize the protection of olive oil. Its structures are 
carved into the limestone in the subsoil. From above the mill, the 
farmer unloaded the olives, which fell into the trapped thru a hollow 
positioned at floor stage and into the storeroom.

Whilst the underground oil mill changed into determined it become 
without a doubt in a bad state of conservation. The roof had many 
fractures and an excessive diploma of humidity which favored the 
degradation of the rock. The recovery became consequently essential 
to keep this treasured testimony of rural life. Starting from these 
considerations, a preventive diagnosis became vital to evaluate the 
country of conservation through the use of non-invasive 
methodologies. Further to the diagnostic investigation to discover the 
kingdom of conservation of the structure, the GPR survey aimed to 
highlight a likely extension, not yet acknowledged, of the underground 
structure.

GPR has emerged as a vast improvement in technology to acquire 
extra correctly statistics and offer high decision for interpretation. The 
range of programs, for which 3D GPR records is used, is becoming 
wide and spans across many domains from application mapping to 
assess the country of maintenance of constructing coating and 
evaluation of karstic cave balance. This paper affords a reel case 
observe of a 3-d GPR acquisition in a city environment to mapping the 
medieval hypogeum structure and to look at the nation of 
maintenance. GPR profiling is applied to discover the hypogeum 
shape. Sooner or later, the GPR-based totally radar faces sample is 
used to determine the 3-d geometry of hypogeum shape. As the 
remaining step the electromagnetic (EM) wave speed become 
analysed and the dielectric permittivity of rock become esteemed.

The usage of the top courting the volumetric water content material 
turned into esteemed. Volumetric water content can be used to tracking 
the excessive fracture zones inside the rock that constitute the roof of 
the hypogeum structure. No matter the GPR obtained uncooked 
information are without problems regarded in real-time on a computer 
display steps of information processing are required for an initial 
interpretation, with maximum of the attempt directed towards records 
visualization. On the other hand, depending at the software and goal of

interest, it may be essential to carry out state-of-the-art statistics
processing, and many practitioners discover that strategies not unusual
to seismic mirrored image, consisting of migration, can be applied.
The outcome of processing is a move-phase of the subsurface
electromagnetic homes, displayed in terms of the TWT. The amount of
processing undertaken can variety from fundamental, which allows
speedy records output, to the extra time-eating utility of algorithms
designed to be used on a seismic dataset, which produce output. The
processing steps typically advanced for GPR uncooked statistics are
performed underneath: 0-time adjusts: for the duration of a GPR
survey, the primary waveform to reach at the receiver is the airwave.
There’s a delay inside the time of arrival of the primary ruin of the
airwave on the radar phase due to the period of the cable connecting
the antennae and the manage unit. therefore, one wishes to partner 0-
time with 0-intensity, so any time offset due to device recording must
be removed earlier than interpretation of the radar photograph;
background removal filter out BGF: background noise is a repetitive
signal created with the aid of slight ringing in the antennae, which
produces a coherent banding impact, parallel to the floor wave,
throughout the section.
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The filter out is an easy mathematics process that sums all of the

amplitudes of reflections that had been recorded at the identical time
at the side of a profile and divide by the range of traces. This makes up
the resulting composite virtual wave, which is a median of all history
noise that is then subtracted from the facts set benefit characteristic:
benefit is used to compensating for amplitude variations within the
GPR image; early signal arrival instances have greater amplitude than
later times because these early indicators have not travelled as far. The
loss of signal amplitude is associated with geometric spreading, as
well as intrinsic attenuation. Diverse time-variable benefit features can
be carried out to equalize the amplitudes of the recorded alerts. The
maximum usually applied is an automatic advantage manages which is
a time-various benefit that runs a window of selected length alongside
each hint, factor via point, finding the average amplitude over the
length of the window approximately each point. A gain function is
then implemented such that the average at each factor is made
constant along the hint; Topographic corrections: Surveyed elevation
information is used to apply topography to the GPR survey profiles.
First off, hint windowing is implemented to the data to get rid of all
artefacts in the survey that arrived earlier than the time 0 arrivals. The
actual elevation recorded along the GPR line is then entered into the
data-processing package, and the time-zero arrivals are hung from the
topographic profile by applying a time shift to every trace; Frequency
filtering: although GPR statistics are gathered with source and receiver
antennae of specified dominant frequency, the recorded alerts include
a band of frequencies around the dominant frequency aspect.
Frequency filtering is a way of putting off unwanted high and/or low
frequencies to provide a greater interpretable GPR picture. High-skip
filtering keeps the excessive frequencies in the sign but eliminates the
low-frequency additives. Low-pass filtering does simply the opposite,
casting off high frequencies and preserving the low-frequency
additives.

An aggregate of those two consequences may be performed with a
band pass filter, in which the clear out keeps all frequencies in the pass
band but eliminates the high and coffee frequencies out of doors the
pass band; Migration: Migration is a processing method that tries to
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accurate the truth that power within the GPR profile image isn't
necessarily successfully related to depths beneath the two-D survey
line. Migration may be visible as an inverse processing step that tries
to accurate the geometry of the subsurface within the GPR picture
regarding the survey geometry. As an instance, a subsurface scattering
point would display up in a GPR picture as a hyperbolic-fashioned

function. Migration would associate all the electricity in the wavelets
making up the hyperbolic function with the factor of diffraction, and
imaging of the real earth structure (the heterogeneity represented by
the time diffracted) might be recorded extra genuinely. Migration
operators require an amazing estimate of subsurface electromagnetic-
wave velocity to use the proper changes to the GPR photograph.
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